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A B S T R A C T   

Objectives: To explore how factors relating to grades and grading affect the correctness of choices that grant- 
review panels make among submitted proposals. To identify interventions in panel design that may be ex-
pected to increase the correctness of choices. 
Method: Experimentation with an empirically-calibrated computer simulation model of panel review. Model 
parameters are set in accordance with procedures at a national science funding agency. Correctness of choices 
among research proposals is operationalized as agreement with the choices of an elite panel. 
Conclusions: The simulation model generates several hypotheses to guide further research. Increasing the number 
of grades used by panel members increases the correctness of simulated choices among submitted proposals. 
Collective decision procedures giving panels a greater capacity for discriminating among proposals also increase 
correctness. Surprisingly, differences in grading standards among panel members do not appreciably decrease 
correctness.   

1. Introduction 

Evaluation plays a critical role in research management and policy 
making. Many evaluative processes make use of grading languages. These 
are vocabularies of evaluative expressions that come in a “top” to 
“bottom” order. Representative examples of grading languages used in 
grant review are the numerical scale from ‘5’ (the top score) to ‘1’ (the 
bottom score) used by Science Foundation Ireland (SFI), and the scale 
from ‘excellent’ down to ‘poor’ used by National Science Foundation 
(NSF) panels in the United States. 

Several factors relating to grading languages can affect a grant- 
review panel’s choices. One is the number of scores or grades: the 
more there are, the more finely the panel can discriminate better pro-
posals from worse ones. Another factor is differences in understanding of 
grades from one panelist to the next, which can result in equivocation, as 
well as spurious agreements and disagreements. A third factor is just 
how the panel moves from individual panelists’ grades for proposals to 
collective decisions. Additional factors unrelated to grades and grading 
include the number of panelists, their individual expertise, how much 
effort they put into studying proposals, how many proposals can be 
chosen, and how much the proposals differ in their merits. 

This article has two main objectives. The first is to explore how 
features of grading languages together with other factors determine the 
correctness of a grant-review panel’s choices. The second is to draw 
lessons about panel designs that can help grant-review panels make 
correct choices. 

Grant-review panels are complex social entities. Their decisions 
emerge in the interplay of many factors, and behavioral studies of grant- 
review panels aimed at measuring the effect of each factor in situ, while 
controlling for the others, will require complex experimental designs 
and very large sample sizes. Some guidance on what hypotheses to test 
first would be helpful. This study uses experiments with a computer 
model to tease apart the contributions of different factors. Computer 
modeling is a well-established method for studying complexity in the 
sciences; recently, it has been used to study peer review and science 
funding (Squazzoni and Takács, 2011; Roebber and Schultz, 2011), and 
to explore potential effects of implementing science policies (Ahrweiler 
et al., 2012, 2015). While computer modeling cannot replace experi-
ments with real grant-review panels, it can help us identify plausible and 
interesting hypotheses. 

Many social simulation models lack empirical calibration, which 
limits their realism and relevance to target phenomena (Hassan et al., 
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2010). Simulation studies of peer review have similarly suffered from 
lack of relevant data (Feliciani et al., 2019; Gurwitz et al., 2014; 
Squazzoni et al., 2020). The present simulation model has been cali-
brated using empirical data on grant panels from Science Foundation 
Ireland (SFI), the largest national science-funding agency in Ireland, as 
well as publicly available SFI grant call documents, and results from a 
survey and interviews that we conducted with SFI reviewers. 

The next section introduces our notion of correct choice and dis-
cusses our research questions. Section 3 presents a model of grant review 
and the parameters of our simulation. Section 4 presents the results of 
our simulation experiments. Section 5 draws conclusions and discusses 
implications for the design and management of grant-review panels. 

2. Conceptual framework and research questions 

This article identifies conditions under which grant-review panels 
may be expected to make correct choices among research proposals. 
Here, correctness is understood not in procedural but in epistemic terms.1 

That is, whether a panel’s choice is correct is, in the present study, not a 
matter of how this choice comes about—of whether applicable rules and 
guidelines are adhered to, or anything that happens while the panel is 
making its choice. Rather, it is a matter of the outcome of the choice—the 
set of proposals that the panel settles on in the end. A panel’s choice is 
epistemically correct if the chosen proposals are, intuitively speaking, 
the right ones to choose. 

Some studies, following early and still influential models of peer 
review, assume that research proposals have an “objective” or “true” 
merit (Thurner and Hanel, 2011; Squazzoni and Gandelli, 2013; Roeb-
ber and Schultz, 2011). Thinking in this way, an epistemically correct 
choice might be conceived as one that picks out from among all sub-
missions those proposals whose true merit is sufficiently high, or whose 
true merit is higher than that of the rejected proposals. Such an under-
standing of correctness, though, is dubious. Evaluating a research pro-
posal is, intuitively speaking, quite unlike measuring, say, the length of 
something with a ruler. There is no “gold standard” instrument for 
measuring true merit in research proposals. 

We take the choices of an elite reference panel as our standard of 
correctness. An ordinary or field panel makes a correct choice if it 
chooses the same set of proposals as the reference panel chooses. In an 
experiment with real panels, a reference panel would be empaneled 
using elite reviewers: people with great expertise, not only in the aca-
demic domains of the submitted proposals but also in interpreting 
evaluation criteria, setting weights or priorities, and in other aspects of 
panel review. The reference panels in our simulation experiments, like 
the field panels, are simulated; but the idea is the same: correctness of a 
simulated field panel’s choice is agreement with a simulated reference 
panel’s choice.2 

We study how various factors affect the epistemic correctness of a 
field panel’s choices. One factor is the extent to which panels are able, by 
assigning different grades, to discriminate better proposals from worse 
ones. We investigate the consequences of providing panelists with fine- 
grained grading languages, and of using judgment-aggregation proced-
ures that give panels greater powers of discrimination than their indi-
vidual panelists. Another factor is differences in grading standards 
among panelists. We investigate the consequences for panel decisions by 
manipulating panelists’ thresholds for awarding grades. These and other 
factors including panel size, the individual expertise of panelists and 
targeted funding rates are systematically manipulated in the simulation 

experiments of Section 4 to determine the consequences for the cor-
rectness of a panel’s choices. 

Our simulation experiments suggest hypotheses for behavioral 
testing using real panels, with potential implications for the practice of 
grant review. First, judgment-aggregation rules that boost discrimina-
tion can contribute to the correctness of choices. Switching to these 
procedures would be straightforward, with some panel designs. Second, 
differences in panelists’ grade thresholds have little effect on panel 
correctness. We suspect that training panelists to coordinate un-
derstandings of grades might, with some panel designs, often not be 
worth associated costs. We return in Section 5 to these matters, and to 
implications for crowdsourced review and funding research by partial 
lotteries. 

3. A model of panel review 

This section introduces a general model of panel review and main 
parameters of the simulation model. The simulation model is discussed 
in detail in Appendix A. 

We model a grant-review panel that is given some proposals for re-
view and tasked with choosing some of them for funding. The panel’s 
choice is based on evaluation criteria such as novelty, methodology and 
impact. The funding agency might specify precisely how these criteria 
should be understood, and what their weights or priorities should be; or 
it might allow the panel to decide this itself. 

The review panel uses a grading language to evaluate proposals. This 
is a finite list of grade expressions that come in a “top” to “bottom” order. 
Typically they are natural-language predicates (such as ‘outstanding’, 
‘very good’,…) or numerals (‘5’, ‘4’, …); but they could be almost any 
marks or signs. A typical grading language used by review panels has 
around five grades. There could be as few as two or upwards of ten. 

Training materials and other guidelines typically explain in natural 
language the intended meanings of grades. They may be expected to 
constrain panelists’ use of grades to some extent (Sattler et al., 2015). It 
is nevertheless common for people to have different thresholds for 
assigning grades—even experts with similar training and experience, 
such as members of science panels (Wallsten et al., 1986; Wardekker 
et al., 2008; Morgan, 2014). 

The panel makes its choice as follows. First, the submitted proposals 
are divided among the panelists for individual review. Then, panelists 
assign to the proposals grades from the panel’s grading language. 
Finally, on the basis of the individually assigned grades, a decision is 
made about which proposals to fund. The process leading from indi-
vidual inputs to the whole panel’s funding decision can include delib-
eration, voting or another form of judgment aggregation, or both. 

Section 3.1 through 3.5 discuss components of our model of grant- 
review panels, summarized in a flowchart in 3.6. 

3.1. Underlying scales and categorization 

To grade proposals is, necessarily, to sort them from “top” to “bot-
tom.” The top category contains proposals that receive the highest 
grade; the next are proposals with the next-highest grade, and so on. Any 
such linear series of categories we call a category scale. 

The category scale corresponding to a grading language obviously 
has the same number of categories as there are grades, typically about 
five. Most reviewers, though, can make finer distinctions than this. They 
may distinguish, among proposals that they give the same grade, some 
they think are better and others they think worse. 

Reviewers, in our model of grading, judge proposals in the first 
instance on category scales that are comparatively fine-grained. Only 
then do they express their judgments as inputs to the panel, using the 
grading language specified by the funding agency. These fine-grained 
category scales we call underlying scales. 

For example, suppose a reviewer gives any given proposal up to 10 
points for each of 10 evaluation criteria, and then tallies up all points as 

1 Other social institutions analyzed in epistemic terms include economic 
systems (Hayek, 1945), democracies (Goodin and Spiekermann, 2018) and 
think tanks (Claveau and Veillette, 2020).  

2 Reference standards are similarly used to evaluate diagnostic methods in 
medicine, when “gold standard” diagnostic tests are unavailable (Bertens et al., 
2013). 
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a basis for awarding a grade. This reviewer’s underlying scale has 101 
categories, from 0 to 100 total points. 

Our model does not represent mechanisms of underlying categoriza-
tion, the process by which reviewers place proposals on their underlying 
scales. In the example, that is done by assigning and then adding up 
criterial scores, all given the same weight. This is just one of many 
possibilities, though. The particulars of the categorization process can be 
different for different reviewers and, for any particular reviewer, from 
one proposal to the next.3 

Random variation in a reviewer’s underlying categorization process 
we call underlying noise. It can cause inter-rater unreliability, which must 
be reckoned with in peer review (Bornmann et al., 2010; Guthrie et al., 
2018; Nicolai et al., 2015). The reviewers’ average underlying noise is a 
parameter of the simulation model, λ. 

Deficiencies in reviewers’ capabilities, such as missing domain 
expertise, are one source of underlying noise. Another is a lack of time or 
other resources. Suppose furthermore that the funding agency leaves it 
to panelists to settle the meanings of evaluation criteria. Then where a 
panelist puts some given proposal on their underlying scale can turn on 
just how this reviewer understands, for instance, impact, and the 
importance given to this criterion relative to other criteria such as 
scholarship. Underspecification of the evaluation criteria is a further 
source of underlying noise. 

3.2. Reference distributions 

The submission of proposals for review is represented, in our model, 
as sampling from a population of possible submissions. Suppose an elite 
panel considers all proposals in this population, and categorizes them on 
some given underlying scale—perhaps from 0 to 100 criterial points, as 
in the example in Section 3.1. It settles all questions left open by the 
specification of the evaluation criteria, resolving ambiguities and setting 
weights or priorities. Then, we assume, the elite panel is able to assign to 
each possible submission a unique underlying category. There is a fre-
quency distribution of underlying categories to which proposals are in 
this way assigned. This is called the reference distribution, for these 
possible submissions and this resolution of criterial indeterminacies. 

The shape of reference distributions represents, in our model, the 
combined effects of several aspects of the writing, submission and 
evaluation of proposals. One determinant of the shape, already dis-
cussed, is the evaluation criteria and their weights or priorities. Holding 
fixed any given population of proposals and their relevant properties, a 
change in the interpretation, weights or priorities of evaluation criteria 
can result in their being assigned to different underlying categories. 

A second determinant of the shape of reference distributions is 
properties of the proposals themselves. Holding the evaluation criteria 
and their weights and priorities fixed, but changing properties of the 
proposals relevant to how they measure up by these criteria, will in 
general also result in a reference distribution with a different shape. 

Relevant properties of research proposals submitted for review can 
depend on the incentive structure in grant applications. Where re-
searchers have a high degree of trust that funding decisions really do 
depend on the merits of submissions, they are incentivized to submit 
high quality proposals. Rules such as the European grant program Ho-
rizon 2020′s (H2020) “quarantine” for rejected proposals presumably 
have a similar effect. Under such conditions, we suppose, expert re-
viewers will by and large find submitted proposals to be reasonably 
good, resulting in a “high” distribution, like that on the left of Fig. 1. This 
seems to be the case for SFI funding schemes: several experienced SFI 
reviewers we interviewed reported that most proposals they reviewed 
were of high quality. 

Lower expectations about the extent to which funding decisions 

reflect the merits of proposals might on the other hand incentivize 
writing proposals quickly, resulting in lower quality submissions. A 
“low” reference distribution can represent this condition (Fig. 1, middle 
panel). A bimodal distribution, finally, can represent the condition in 
which there are outstanding researchers who make every effort to sub-
mit proposals that are as good as can be, but there is also a distinct group 
of applicants whose submissions are poor (Fig. 1, right panel). 

The shape of reference distributions could affect the correctness of 
choices. Where most proposals are in top categories, for instance, it 
might be hard to distinguish the truly outstanding ones in a strong pool. 
The reference distribution is a parameter of our simulation model. In the 
simulation experiments of Section 4, it is switched between high, low 
and bimodal values in order to test the robustness of our findings. 

3.3. Grading languages 

The panel’s grading language is modeled as a finite vocabulary of 
grading expressions in a fixed order from “top” to “bottom”. The number 
L of grading expressions is a parameter of the simulation model. 

Panelists are assumed to have some understanding of what the 
different available grades mean. We model panelists’ understanding of 
grades using the technical device of an interpretation. An interpretation 
of a grading language, on any given underlying scale, is an ordered 
partition of this scale, specifying which underlying categories are 
covered by which grade expressions. The threshold of a grade expression 
is the lowest underlying category that this expression covers. An inter-
pretation of a grading language amounts to a specification of thresholds 
for each of its grade expressions (see Fig. 2). 

Funding agencies typically explain the intended meanings of grades 
in rubrics provided to reviewers. We model these guidelines as delim-
iting a class of preferred interpretations, which we call reference in-
terpretations. Intuitively, a reference interpretation models a correct 
understanding of the funding agency’s grades.4 For any given underly-
ing scale, there are in general several reference interpretations, some 
giving the grades thresholds that are a bit higher, and others setting 
lower thresholds. This is how our model represents indeterminacy in the 
meanings of grades, due to vagueness and ambiguity in the natural 
language with which grades are defined. 

The more precise and unambiguous the grade definitions, the fewer 
reference interpretations there are. Formal calibration training and the 
informal culture of a funding agency, established over time, can further 
limit the class of reference interpretations. Similarities and differences 
among the particular proposals under consideration might also be 
relevant: thresholds between grades should be set so as to lump similar 
cases together and to avoid blowing small differences out of proportion 
(Maudlin, 2008). 

Our model allows reviewers’ understandings to deviate from correct 
understandings, modelled as reference interpretations, and to deviate 
also from each other’s understandings. In addition to underlying noise, 
these variations can reduce inter-rater reliability. Indeed, reviewers 
might assign different grades to the same proposal solely because of a 
difference in their interpretations of grades (Pier et al., 2018; Sattler 
et al., 2015). The extent of random variation in reviewers’ in-
terpretations is another parameter ϑ of the simulation model, the panel’s 
grade-threshold noise. By varying values of this parameter, we model 
cases in which random factors affect panelists’ grading standards to 
various extents. 

To coordinate grading thresholds among reviewers, funding agencies 
can adopt interpretations of grading languages that agree with 

3 Another categorization mechanism involves comparing similarities. See 
Hampton (2001). 

4 Similarly, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, in order to 
avoid miscommunication, has stipulated a single correct interpretation of a 
scale of seven probability expressions used in its publications, ranging from 
‘virtually certain’ at the top to ‘exceptionally unlikely’ at the bottom (Mas-
trandrea et al., 2011). 
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reviewers’ natural and intuitive understandings.5 They can also recruit 
experienced reviewers and provide calibration training. By manipu-
lating the parameter of grade-threshold noise, our model can be used to 
study the likely consequences of coordinating grading thresholds for the 
correctness of a panel’s choices. 

3.4. Grade decisions and panel rankings 

An individual panelist arrives at a grade for a proposal by first 
positioning it on their own underlying scale and then “looking up” the 
corresponding grade, according to their own interpretation of the 
grading language. 

Reviewers could in principle change their grading standards from 
one proposal to the next. Our model accommodates this possibility by 
allowing reviewers to look up corresponding grades using different in-
terpretations for different proposals. We suppose, though, that a re-
viewer’s interpretation of the grading language is a more-or-less fixed 
attribute of them, at least for the duration of their work on any given 
panel. In our simulation model, accordingly, any given reviewer uses the 

same interpretation for grading all proposals allocated to them for 
review. 

A panel arrives at a grade for a proposal on the basis of the grades 
assigned to it by the individual panelists. On so-called sitting panels, this 
involves deliberation among panelists (Fogelholm et al., 2012; Lang-
feldt, 2001; Obrecht et al., 2007). On SFI’s postal review panels, on the 
other hand, there is no deliberation. A panel’s score for a proposal is 
simply calculated by taking the mean of individually assigned scores. 

Our simulation model explicitly represents judgment aggregation by 
taking the mean as well as several other judgment-aggregation rules. It 
does not explicitly represent non-algorithmic deliberation among pan-
elists. Notice, though, that judgment-aggregation rules even so can 
model deliberation to some extent. For example, aggregating individu-
ally assigned scores by taking their mean may be taken to represent, in 
an idealized way, a deliberative process in which panelists tend to seek 
the middle ground. 

How a panel aggregates inputs from panelists can have consequences 
for its capacity to discriminate better from worse. Consider a panel 
which, like an SFI postal panel, has five panelists who score proposals on 
a numerical scale from 1 to 5. Unlike the SFI panel, though, this other 
panel does not take the mean of individually assigned scores. Instead, it 
takes the median.6 Such a panel sorts proposals into at most five classes, 
because the median of five numerals between 1 and 5 is itself a numeral 
between 1 and 5. The SFI panel on the other hand can make many more 
distinctions than this, since there are 21 different means of five numerals 
from 1 to 5. Taking the mean of individually assigned scores is an 
example of what we call a discrimination boosting aggregation rule, or 
booster for short. The simulation experiments of Section 4 explore the 
contribution of boosters to the quality of panel decisions. 

The aggregation rule used by field panels is a further parameter R of 
the simulation model. The values studied in Section 4 are given in 
Table 1. 

3.5. Choice and correctness 

Once a panel has graded all proposals submitted for review, it ranks 
them in the order of the collectively assigned grades. The result is this 
panel’s panel ranking. The field panel and the reference panel each 
choose some number of proposals from the top of their own panel 
rankings, guided by a target set by the funding agency. The choice rate K, 
or targeted percentage of proposals to choose, is another parameter. 

Section 2 introduces the idea that a field panel’s choice is correct if it 
agrees with a reference panel’s choice. Notice two implications. First, 
correctness is a matter of degree. The field panel’s choice set overlaps to 

Fig. 1. Three reference distributions model different cultures surrounding the writing, submission and reviewing of grant proposals.  

Fig. 2. An interpretation of the SFI grading scale within an underlying category 
scale from 0 to 100%. The top expression ‘outstanding’, according to this 
interpretation, applies to any proposal with an underlying score of 80% or 
above. The threshold for the next grade expression ‘very good’ is 60%, and so 
on down. The bottom SFI grade ‘very bad’, according to this interpretation, 
covers proposals whose underlying score is between 0 and 19%. 

5 Basing official interpretations of natural-language probability expressions 
on people’s actual understandings, instead of stipulating them without regard 
to linguistic evidence, has been shown to increase the consistency of under-
standing among trained intelligence analysts (Ho et al., 2015). 

6 It might be thought that this is better when the numerals on the scale have a 
merely ordinal significance, and adding them up is not strictly speaking 
meaningful. 
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a greater or lesser extent with a reference panel’s choice set.7 Second, 
correctness is plural: there are in general several sets of proposals that it 
is correct to choose. This is because there is often some room for panels 
to interpret evaluation criteria and to decide the importance of the 
different ones (Lee et al., 2013; Abdoul et al., 2012; Langfeldt, 2001). A 
reference panel may choose any of several sets of proposals, depending 
on which interpretations, weights and priorities it settles on, and a field 
panel’s choice is completely correct if the outcome is identical to any of 
these. Where it is not identical to any of them, we understand the degree 
of correctness of the field panel’s choice to be the maximum extent of 
agreement between the set it chooses and any set that the reference 
panel can choose.8 

It is instructive to compare the correctness of a panel’s choices with 
the correctness of choices by a single member, chosen at random. This 
control, as we call it, represents the case in which a single reviewer de-
cides, alone. It also represents the case in which the panel tends to defer 
to the judgment of one of its members — perhaps a forceful personality, 
or someone who, just by happening to speak first, anchors the grade 
decisions of the others. We count a panel as exhibiting the wisdom of 
crowds to the extent that it outperforms the control. 

3.6. Model overview 

Fig. 3 shows a flow diagram of our model of individual grading, 
grade aggregation, panel ranking, choice and correctness. 

4. Simulation experiments 

This section presents results of a series of experiments with simulated 
grant-review panels. The simulated panels are purely aggregative. That 
is, they arrive at their panel rankings without any deliberation: panel-
ists’ grades for proposals are simply aggregated using a suitable rule 
from Table 1. Table 2 gives an overview of all model parameters and 
indicates settings defining the parameter space explored. Implementa-
tional details of the simulation model are in Appendix A. Code and 
documentation are available at https://github.com/thomasfeliciani/wi 
sdom-of-expert-crowds/. 

The baseline configuration is a privileged point within the parameter 
space from which our experiments venture out by systematically 
changing parameter settings. It represents the review process that the 
case-study funding agency (SFI) established for some of its funding 
programs. Baseline parameter settings chosen using empirical data 
include: N = 5 reviews per proposal, choice rate K = 20, L = 5 grades, 
judgment aggregation by averaging scores, and a reference distribution 
skewed towards the top (“high”). Non-extreme baseline values were 
stipulated for underlying noise and grade-threshold noise: λ=0.2, and 
ϑ=0.5.9 In Table 2, all baseline values are underlined. 

Appendices A and B have details on the implementation of the model 
parameters and on how baseline settings were derived from empirical 
data. 

In the rest of this section, we first report on the correctness of choices 
by a panel in the baseline configuration. Then we report the results of 
varying some parameters around this configuration, while keeping 
others fixed. We ran 500 independent simulations for each parameter 
configuration. 

4.1. Performance in the baseline 

Fig. 4 plots the correctness of the choice by simulated panels in the 
baseline configuration (orange).10 It also shows the performance of just 
one reviewer, the control, chosen at random from among the panel’s 
members (dark gray). The two boxplots show descriptive statistics of the 
distributions of correctness in choices. The middle line of each boxplot 
indicates median correctness; its vertical span indicates the interquartile 
range. In the background, violins (light gray) show the distributions 
underlying the boxplots. This plotting and coloring convention holds 
throughout Section 4. 

Fig. 4 shows that the panel in the baseline configuration greatly 
outperforms the control. The median correctness of its choices is clearly 
higher than the median correctness of the control, and the correctness of 
its choices is somewhat less variable. The simulated SFI panel displays a 
clear wisdom of crowds. 

Fig. 5 compares performance of the baseline panel and control of 
Fig. 4 with that of other panels of varying sizes (with all parameters 
other than panel size set to the baseline values). The performance of 
larger panels is clearly better, other things being equal, than that of 
smaller panels, with higher median correctness and less variability. 

Notice that, for each subsequent new member on the panel, median 
correctness increases by a smaller amount. It seems that, under the 
conditions of grant review, there is a limit to the wisdom that can be 
created just by increasing the size of crowds. We turn now to factors 

Table 1 
Judgment-aggregation rules.  

Boosters 

Mean. The aggregate score for a given proposal is the arithmetic mean of its 
individually assigned scores. 
Hypermean. A weighted mean with weights that dampen the contributions of panel 
members who tend to disagree with the ordinary mean and amplify contributions 
that tend to agree. The idea is that, due to the wisdom of crowds, members who tend 
to disagree are likely to be more wrong than those who tend to agree.1 

Majority judgment. A ranking method based on the median, proposed by Balinski 
and Laraki (2010). When two proposals have the same median grade, the 50th 
percentile is removed from the grade profiles2 and the median is calculated once 
again.3 If there is still a tie this step is repeated, until either the tie is broken or there 
is only one grade left.  

Non-boosters 

Median. The aggregate score for a proposal is the middlemost (50th percentile) 
when all individual grade judgments are put in their “top” to “bottom” order. With 
an even number of judgments, it is the average of the two middle ones. Used by some 
H2020 panels (European Commission, 2020). 
Lowest score. The aggregate score is the lowest of the individually assigned scores. 
This might be expected to minimize type I errors, where proposals that should be 
rejected are accepted.4 

Highest score. The mirror image of Lowest score. Might be expected to minimize 
type II errors, where proposals that should be accepted are rejected.  

1 The hypermean represents a wider class of weighting rules including the 
trimmed mean (Jose and Winkler 2008) and a proposal by Budescu & Chen 
(2015) in which individual weights are based on past performance. For imple-
mentation details, see Appendix A. 

2 The grade profile of a proposal is the (multi)set of grades assigned to it by all 
of its reviewers. 

3 With an even number of reviewers, the grade to be removed is the lowest of 
the two grades around the 50th percentile. 

4 Esarey (2017) considers an equivalent rule. Intuitively, the Lowest score rule 
corresponds to the practice of rejecting proposals just because of a single 
negative review. 

7 The degree of agreement can be quantified using any of several measures of 
inter-rater reliability. In the simulation experiments in Section 4, we use 
Cohen’s kappa.  

8 Notice that on this accounting of the degree of correctness, any choice that a 
reference panel actually makes is bound to be completely correct. 

9 The stipulated baseline values for λ and ϑ are different because of the 
different implementations of the two corresponding sources of noise in the 
simulation model (see Appendix A for details). In both cases, the baseline values 
represent moderate levels of noise.  
10 Correctness, scored using Cohen’s kappa, ranges between -1 and 1. A field 

panel scores 1 when it chooses the same proposals as the reference panel. It 
scores 0 by doing no better than it would by choosing at random. It scores 
below 0 if it perversely mainly accepts proposals it ought to reject or rejects 
proposals it ought to accept. 
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connected to grading languages, and how they affect the correctness of 
choices by individuals and panels. 

4.2. Grading languages: discrimination 

Discrimination in grading is the capacity of a panelist or a panel to give 
higher grades to better proposals than to worse ones. The number of 
available grades is a limiting factor. Now we equip the simulated panels 
with different grading languages and observe the consequences for panel 
performance. 

4.2.1. The number of grades 
Fig. 6 shows variation in correctness of individual and panel choices 

with changes in L. As might be expected, individuals (the controls) and 
panels make better choices when using a finer-grained grading lan-
guage. As with panel size, there are diminishing marginal returns in 
correctness as the number of grades increases. 

4.2.2. Aggregation rules 
Another factor affecting discrimination is the method by which the 

panel aggregates grades contributed by panelists. With some 

Fig. 3. Model overview. A reviewer grades one of the submitted proposals (A). A review panel collects all grades submitted by all reviewers for all proposals, 
aggregates them, ranks the proposals according to the aggregate grades and chooses some predetermined number of them from the top of its panel ranking (B). The 
correctness of the field panel’s choice is the similarity of the set of proposals chosen by the field panel to the set chosen by the reference panel (C). 

Table 2 
Overview of model parameters and their explored values. Baseline settings are 
underlined.  

Parameter Values Represents 

N 2 through 13, baseline 5 number of reviewers on the field 
panel 

K 5, 10, 20, 50 choice rate: the target 
percentage of proposals to be 
chosen 

L 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 number of grades available to 
reviewers for evaluating 
proposals 

R mean, hypermean, majority 
judgment, median, lowest 
score, highest score 

rule for aggregating individual 
judgments to arrive at panel 
judgments 

Reference 
distribution 

high, low, bimodal probability distribution of 
reference categorizations 

λ 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 underlying noise 

ϑ 0, 0.05, 0.1 grade-threshold noise  

Fig. 4. Baseline configuration compared with control condition.  

Fig. 5. Performance of panels of different sizes. Other than N, all parameters 
are set to baseline values. 
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aggregation rules, such as the median rule, the panel makes the same 
number of distinctions as its panelists. Booster rules, such as averaging 
individually assigned numerical scores, push the panel’s discrimination 
above theirs. In this subsection, we equip simulated panels with the 
aggregation rules defined in Table 1, and observe the consequences for 
the correctness of their choices. 

Fig. 7 shows equal or higher correctness when panels use one of these 
booster rules rather than one of the non-boosters. We now single out 
certain rules for further discussion. 

Aggregation by taking the mean is of special interest. This is common 
in practice and standard for SFI postal panels. Under baseline conditions 
it also results in a high level of correctness. Nevertheless, this might 
often not be the best rule. Sometimes it is outperformed by the hyper-
mean, as seen in Fig. 7. Furthermore, it allows any individual reviewer 
by grading strategically to skew the whole panel’s decision for or against 
any given proposal. Rules like the hypermean and majority judgment are 
more robust to bad faith manipulation (see Section 5.2). 

Median aggregation stands out in Fig. 7 among the non-boosting 
rules. Correctness using this rule is on a par with that obtained using 
any of the boosters (it is slightly lower), and higher than with the other 
non-boosters we considered. We suggest a division of aggregation rules 
into those that are centrally tending (median, mean, hypermean, ma-
jority judgment) and those that are extremes seeking (lowest and highest 
score). Fig. 7 shows that all centrally tending rules we considered 
outperform the extremes seeking rules. In general, we hypothesize, a 
centrally tending booster rule is most conducive to correct choice. 

Majority judgment might be considered a booster version of median 

aggregation. It is built on the median, but makes finer discriminations by 
using more of the information contained in panel members’ inputs. 
Under the specific conditions of Fig. 7, though, majority judgment does 
not produce noticeably higher correctness than the median. 

4.3. Grading languages: different understandings 

We turn now to consequences of differences in panelists’ in-
terpretations of grades for the correctness of panel choices. Fig. 8 shows 
the correctness of individual and panel choices at different levels of 
grade-threshold noise. This, recall, is random variation in panelists’ 
interpretations around a reference interpretation. 

Higher levels of grade-threshold noise might be expected to result in 
lower correctness of panel choices. Fig. 8 shows that this is hardly if at all 
the case: the differences in correctness among the different levels of ϑ are 
in the expected direction, but they are negligibly small.11 

4.4. Underlying noise 

Fig. 9 shows the correctness of individual and panel choices at 
different levels of underlying noise, λ. This, recall, is random variation in 
where panelists place proposals on their underlying scales. Like grade- 
threshold noise (ϑ), it is a source of inter-rater unreliability. High 
values of underlying noise represent in our model the presence of 
detrimental individual-level factors that are unrelated to how grades are 
understood: reviewers’ lack of domain expertise, say, or their lack of 
care when studying proposals, or their inability to add up criterial scores 
consistently. 

Fig. 9 shows that underlying noise (λ) has a strong effect on the 
correctness of choices by both individuals and panels. This contrasts 
strikingly with the results from Fig. 8, where grade-threshold noise (ϑ) is 
seen to be of little or no consequence. Figs. 8 and 9 together suggest that 
factors captured by underlying noise are much more critical to the 
correctness of a panel’s choices than whether everyone is “on the same 
page” in the matter of grading standards. 

Fig. 6. Number L of available grades and correctness of panel choices. Other 
than L, model parameters are set to baseline values. 

Fig. 7. Booster rules versus non-boosters. Model parameters other than the 
aggregation rule are set to baseline values. 

Fig. 8. Impact of grade-threshold noise, ϑ, on the correctness of a panel’s 
choices. All parameters other than ϑ are set to baseline values. 

11 This result is anticipated in an earlier simulation experiment with a simpler 
model (Lyon & Morreau, 2018). An anonymous reviewer suggested that the 
result might be an artifact of allowing unrealistically little variation in 
thresholds. To test this, we repeated our experiment with much more variation, 
gotten by sampling thresholds from a uniform distribution. This did reduce 
correctness to some extent but not by much. 
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4.5. Choice rate 

One might expect that the higher the targeted choice rate K, the less 
it matters in which order proposals are ranked, and the easier it is for a 
field panel to match the reference panel’s choice.12 Results from Fig. 10 
confirm this. With higher choice rates, choices by individuals and panels 
are much more correct and also somewhat more reliable. 

4.6. Robustness: reference distributions 

The results reported in previous subsections are obtained with the 
“high” reference distribution of Fig. 1. Repeating the simulation exper-
iments with instead the “low” and “bimodal” reference distributions, 
similar results are obtained: panels display a clear wisdom of crowds 
(compare 4.1); the use of discriminating grading languages and booster 
rules improves panel performance (4.2); any detrimental impact of 
inter-reviewer differences in grading thresholds is negligible (4.3); un-
derlying noise due to random errors by reviewers greatly diminishes 
panel performance (4.4); and increasing the choice rate greatly im-
proves it (4.5). 

Changes in the reference distribution can result from changes in the 
interpretation or weighting of evaluation criteria, and from changes in 
properties of proposals that are relevant to criterial scores (see Section 
3.2). That our main results hold for a range of reference distributions 
suggests that they do not depend on any special assumptions about the 

evaluation criteria, or about the distribution of relevant properties 
among submitted proposals. 

5. Conclusions 

The results in Section 4 point to several practical suggestions for the 
design of grant-review panels. We emphasize that these results have not 
yet been tested in trials with real panels. Section 5.1 states these sug-
gestions and our expectations about their effectiveness. Section 5.2 
discusses caveats and Section 5.3 considers their feasibility. 

5.1. Suggestions 

We begin with grading:  

• Use fine-grained evaluation scales. Grading languages often have 
around five grades. Using a larger number of grades generally in-
creases the correctness of a panel’s choices, although with dimin-
ishing returns.13  

• Use “discrimination boosting” judgment aggregation. Methods such as 
the mean rule, which give panels a greater capacity to distinguish 
better from worse than their members, generally give higher cor-
rectness than non-boosting rules, such as the median rule. Among the 
boosters we studied, the hypermean did best.  

• Allow diverse grading standards among panel members. Our model 
suggests that reviewer training to calibrate grading thresholds has 
little impact on the correctness of a panel’s choices. 

These suggestions concerning grades can lead to inexpensive im-
provements in current practice. The model corroborates other and more 
familiar advice that might, however, be less actionable:  

• Increase the quality of reviews. This can be achieved by recruiting 
more-capable reviewers, offering better training in recognizing the 
underlying merits of proposals, or allowing reviewers more time to 
study proposals before grading them.  

• Collect many reviews for each proposal. This means recruiting more 
reviewers or allocating more proposals to each one. If the result is 
lower review quality this can easily be counterproductive. 

• Increase the target choice rate. While funding agencies and panel de-
signers might often not be able to do much about the funding rate, 
there are indirect ways for them to control the target choice rate. See 
Section 5.3. 

5.2. Caveats 

Like all models in science, our simulation simplifies reality. We turn 
now to certain simplifications that could affect some of our results and 
suggestions. 

On our simulated panels, all panelists review all submitted proposals. 
On many real panels, on the other hand, review work is divided among 
subpanels and results are merged: the whole panel’s grade for any given 
proposal is the grade assigned by the subpanel that reviewed it (perhaps 
with some adjustment during discussion in the whole panel). This cre-
ates scope for differences in grading standards among subpanels to 
depress correctness. High grades from subpanels with low grading 
standards can promote inferior proposals in the panel’s ranking, dis-
placing superior proposals from the top and resulting in incorrect 
choices. This cannot occur with the simulated panels of our experiments, 
simply because there are no results from different subpanels to merge. 
Thus our simulation experiments set aside a mechanism by which 

Fig. 9. Impact of underlying noise, λ, on the correctness of a panel’s choices. 
All parameters other than λ are set to baseline values. 

Fig. 10. Impact of choice rate K on the correctness of a panel’s choices. All 
parameters other than K are set to baseline values. 

12 At the limit where all proposals can be chosen (K = 100%), the rank order is 
irrelevant: choosing all the proposals is the only option and necessarily it is 
correct (Cohen’s kappa = 1). 

13 Evidence suggests that finer-grained scales are effective if they include 
“anchoring points” at discrete intervals (G. Derrick, personal communication, 
27 August 2021). 
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diverse grading standards could decrease the correctness of panel 
choices. 

There is another such mechanism that we have set aside. The target 
of our simulation model is SFI’s postal review, which is a purely 
aggregative design: proposals are graded and ranked, and a choice is 
made among them, without any deliberation among panelists. This 
matters because panelists in a deliberative phase would communicate 
among themselves about the relative merits of proposals, discussing 
preliminary grades they have assigned. If they happen to have different 
grading standards, some panelists being “tougher” graders than others, 
then spurious agreements and disagreements could arise. Resulting 
miscommunication may be expected to introduce noise and error, 
increasing the variability of panel choices and reducing their 
correctness. 

A third simplification is that we have excluded individual biases from 
our simulation model.14 Notice, though, that these need not reduce the 
correctness of a panel’s choices. First, individual biases often cancel out 
when judgments are aggregated. This is a basic mechanism of the wis-
dom of crowds. Second, some biases such as overly “tough” grading can 
improve discrimination and thus have the potential to increase panel 
correctness, under circumstances that regularly arise in grant review.15 

Furthermore, some aggregation rules are not so vulnerable to individual 
biases: a single biased reviewer can shift the mean,16 for instance, but 
not in general the median17 score of any given proposal — especially 
with purely aggregative designs, where there is little opportunity to 
influence inputs from other panelists. 

Each simplification indicates a direction for future research with 
practical consequences for the design, management or everyday running 
of grant-review panels. Extending the simulation model to include a 
division of review work among subpanels will make it possible to study 
realistic review networks and also to study the impact of differences in 
grading standards among (sub)disciplines. Realistic modeling of social 
deliberation among panelists will lead to a better understanding of how 
social structure and processes can affect the quality of panel review, 
both for better and for worse. Elaborating the simulation model to 
include individual biases will enable an investigation of the response of 
deliberative and aggregative decision procedures to the diverse prefer-
ences and values of reviewers, as well as their robustness to favoritism 
and prejudice. 

5.3. Feasibility 

We conclude with remarks on the feasibility of the suggestions of 5.1. 
Much depends on the burdens they impose on stakeholders. 

The first suggestion is that panelists start using finer-grained grading 
languages. While this may be expected to increase the correctness of 

panel choices, it entails a heavier cognitive load on panelists. At some 
point, depending on levels of experience and domain expertise, this will 
become excessive. 

We suggest also using discrimination-boosting decision procedures 
for moving from the individual inputs of panelists to rankings and 
choices made by whole panels. This we see as a promising intervention. 
With panel designs with an aggregative component, such as postal re-
view, the judgment-aggregation rule can be changed practically for free. 

We have suggested that training to coordinate grading standards has 
little impact on the correctness of a panel’s decisions. This might be 
found very counterintuitive. If it is confirmed in behavioral experiments 
there will be obvious advantages for several stakeholders. Funding 
agencies will not have to set up and run calibration training sessions, and 
panelists will be spared the time and effort of attending them. 

Among the interventions that we suggest, increasing the quality of 
panelists’ reviews is predicted to be especially effective. Top experts are 
scarce and busy, and sometimes hard to identify (Callaham and Tercier, 
2007); but there are other paths to improvement. One is to improve 
reviewer training. This will place extra demands on reviewers’ time and 
attention. Training might have to be ongoing, in light of evidence that its 
benefits do not last long (Schroter et al., 2004). There are grounds for 
optimism, though, that reviewers will be willing to put in extra effort: 
evidence suggests that they appreciate the training they receive (Freda 
et al. 2009; Derrick and Samuel 2017). 

Another path to improving reviews is to reduce workloads, allowing 
panelists more time to study and evaluate each proposal. Funding 
agencies could do this without recruiting more panelists. The number of 
proposals requiring review can be limited by tightening eligibility re-
quirements for instance, or by introducing some form of “desk rejection” 
for submitted proposals. 

Increasing the number of reviews for each proposal is an intervention 
that will, we expect, often not be feasible. Overworked panelists might 
balk at reviewing more proposals, and recruiting more panelists is 
logistically difficult and also expensive, if financial compensation is used 
as an incentive. Introducing “open peer review” (also known as 
“crowdsourced” or “intelligent crowd” review) might be proposed as a 
cost effective way to get more reviews. We expect it to be counterpro-
ductive, though. Reviews from large and self-selected crowds presum-
ably will be of lower quality than those from small, handpicked panels of 
experts. Our simulations suggest that low review quality puts a very 
strong downward pressure on panel correctness. 

Increasing the targeted choice rate we expect to be both effective and 
feasible. This could be done by increasing the funding rate, or proportion 
of submissions that are funded. While budgetary constraints usually set 
an upper limit to the number of funded proposals, both rates can be 
increased by reducing the number of submissions, for instance by 
changing eligibility requirements. The choice rate can also be increased 
independently of the funding rate. One way to do this is desk rejection, 
which reduces the proportion of all submissions passed to panels for 
review. Another is partial lotteries: a review panel is tasked with 
choosing a set of fundable proposals, from which some are selected at 
random for funding (Avin, 2019). 

The consequences of the suggested interventions are different for 
different stakeholders. The organizational and administrative costs of 
recruiting more reviewers fall on funding agencies and review man-
agers. Savings of various kinds are enjoyed by agencies and reviewers, 
should calibration training sometimes be unnecessary. Additional loads 
on reviewers include time and cognitive effort required for more 
training, studying proposals more closely, writing more reviews and 
using more finely-grained grading scales. The entire enterprise of 
research evaluation and funding as we know it depends on informal 
understandings between academics, university departments and funding 
agencies about what can be expected from whom, and for what in re-
turn. When it comes to innovation, maintaining this unwritten social 
contract is an important consideration. 

14 For an overview of different forms of bias in peer review, see Lee et al. 
(2013).  
15 Say there are some proposals to choose among, all of them excellent, but 

some very slightly better than others. Unbiased reviewers are bound to give all 
of them the same high grade. An overly “tough” reviewer on the other hand can 
give the slightly worse proposals lower grades than they really deserve, thus 
better communicating differences in merit. 
16 The same is true for Borda counting, another discrimination boosting ag-

gregation method that generally produces high choice performance. It is named 
after Jean-Charles de Borda, a prominent figure in naval and scientific circles in 
the French Enlightenment. When the vulnerability of this method to manipu-
lation was pointed out to him, Borda is said to have replied in indignation that 
"mon scrutin n’est fait que pour d’honnêtes gens" — “my voting method is only 
intended for honest people” (Mascart, 2000, p. 130).  
17 Sir Francis Galton noted similarly that the median or “middlemost” of many 

estimates is preferable because judgment aggregation by the mean gives “a 
voting power to ‘cranks’ in proportion to their crankiness” (Galton, 1907, p. 
414). Such vulnerabilities are studied in the theory of social choice, in 
connection with strategic manipulation (Barberà, 2011). 
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